The main message of this note is that we solved awari. With perfect play, the game ends in a draw.
Retrograde analysis requires much main memory, due to the random accesses of database entries during construction. The choice or design of the algorithm to create awari (endgame) databases is mainly determined by the amount of main memory available (Lincke, 2002) , trading memory for additional computational effort and storing intermediate results on disk. Our system contains 144 Pentium III processors at 1.0 GHz, 72 GB of distributed main memory, a total disk space of 1.4 TB, and a Myrinet interconnect: a fast, switched network. One of the challenges was to handle the relative "small" amount of memory. The parallel retrograde search algorithm described by Bal and Allis (1995) is efficient, but would have required more than 350 GB of memory, much more than we had. Sequential memory-limited search algorithms for awari endgame databases exist (cf. Lincke and Marzetta, 2000) , but solving awari entirely on a single machine would take decades, if not centuries, since these algorithms still require much more memory than a single computer provides. We developed an efficient parallel algorithm that partitions the work and the database entries over the machines, and uses the memories economically.
Another challenge was to handle the interprocessor communication efficiently. The random accesses of database entries result in many messages being sent between the processors. Our algorithm makes all communication asynchronous by migrating work instead of data, hiding network latency and keeping the processors busy. If processor needs data from for some computation, it does not ask for the data (which requires waiting for a reply message), but sends the work to (which is done asynchronously), and continues doing other work. The power of this idea was already demonstrated in forward search . Our algorithm balances and overlaps the use of all resources: processors, disks, memory, and network. Despite the high network bandwidth requirements (we exchanged 1.0 petabit (= ½¼ ½ bits) of data!), the algorithm is efficient: it required only 51 hours to solve the game. The details of the algorithm, statistics on the computed databases, and a summary of the measures to verify the databases are described separately .
The fact that awari is a draw makes it a fine game: it is neither an advantage, nor a disadvantage to begin the game. It was not a surprise that awari is a draw; however, there are quite some misconceptions about good openings (see also the next section). For example, it was expected that 1. F4 f4 would be the only non-losing opening, but 1. F4 b4 and 1. F4 e4 lead to draws as well. Other openings, believed to be draws, are now rejected since they lose.
We set up a webserver with a database that contains the computed results for all reachable awari positions. The database is 778 GB large. Via a Java applet, the best move(s) and eventual score for all positions can be looked up. The applet can also be used to play a game against the database. By default, we decreased the playing strength by allowing the computer to make (small) mistakes, so that the human can actually win a game. After all, being defeated by a program from which one cannot actually win, may not be satisfactory. The applet and more statistics can be accessed via http://awari.cs.vu.nl/.
Did we ruin a perfectly fine game? We do not think so. Connect-4 was solved as well, and people still play the game. The same holds for other solved games. At professional level, things may change. On the one hand, the database may help improving the understanding of the game. On the other hand, it is not unlikely that the game will be excluded from the Mind Sports Olympiad (even though they use slightly different rules).
TOURNAMENT GAMES REANALYZED
With the perfect knowledge from our database, we can analyze the games played by world-champion-level programs. In the September issue of the ICGA Journal, Lincke and Van der Goot (2000) reported on the games played at the 2000 Computer Olympiad in London. Competitors were the programs SOFTWARI and MARVIN. It was expected that the programs would play nearly optimal, and therefore it was already surprising that three out of eight games actually had a winner. MARVIN won the tournament by 4.5-3.5.
Both programs used an opening book and complete endgame databases for up to 34 stones. Because of the endgame databases, the games were ended as soon as there were 34 or fewer stones on the board, since the programs can play the remainder of the game perfectly.
Below, we annotate the games from the tournament. The original text (Lincke and van der Goot, 2000) is copied in a plain font; our annotations are displayed using bold, italic characters. Wrong moves (i.e., moves that lead to fewer captures than possible) are highlighted in inverse colours. The correct move(s) are appended in subscript, between brackets. The superscript numbers show the score for the first player from that moment on; a score of +4 means that the first player can win the game with 26-22 if no further mistakes are made. Subsequent wrong moves change the score again. For example, d1 +1 [a11,e9] means that the program played d1, while it should have played a11 or e9; the first player then has an advantage of 1 stone. For each program, the last move from the opening book is marked by a £ . Two games (3 and 4) were played perfectly, and quickly drawn in about ten moves. The remaining games became more interesting as they required more moves. In these games, the programs made more errors, even while in their opening books, and sometimes as soon as on the third move! In the final and decisive game, MARVIN did 13 wrong moves, but still won the game! In games 1, 5, and 7, both programs have been in a winning position; in games 2, 6, and 8, the program that was behind (repeatedly) drew level with the opponent. The winning chances changed mutually, but the competitors were not always aware of this.
Although the programs made more errors than expected, they did not play badly. MARVIN did the right move in 82% of the cases, and SOFTWARI in 87% of the cases. On average, MARVIN lost 0.27 points per move, and SOFTWARI 0.25 points (losing a point means: giving the opponent the opportunity to capture one stone more). At this rate, we estimate that the programs would lose with about 27-21 when playing against our database.
